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SYNOPSIS

SCENE 1

The Narrator describes the mansion in the country where she is staying and recalls the
hope she felt upon arriving. Although she finds the place a bit sinister, she dismisses her
misgivings with the thought that her husband John would consider them silly.

Captivated by the beautiful garden, the Narrator imagines people walking its paths, but
cuts  short  her reverie,  remembering John's  admonitions against flights of fancy. She
longs to write, but represses her desire since John has forbidden her to touch pencil or
paper until she is well. Although she feels anger towards John, she attributes it to her
nervous condition. Remembering that John is a doctor, that he loves her, and that they
came here solely for her sake, she resolves to do her best to get better.

Seeking to distract herself from these worries, the Narrator begins describing her room
and becomes fixated on the wallpaper. As she describes its hideous color and pattern,
she begins writing in spite of herself.

Suddenly the sound of John coming up the stairs interrupts her reflections. In a panic,
she scrambles to conceal the fact that she has been writing.

SCENE 2

Returning to the house after a walk, the Narrator laments her isolation. Since John is
gone long hours caring for patients in the village, she must take care of herself as best
she can. Frustrated, she bemoans her inability to write and yearns for companionship.
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Approaching despair, yet still trying to rest per John's advice, the Narrator lies down
and again finds herself surrounded by the wallpaper. Arrested by its irritating pattern,
she now redirects her ambition to write into a quixotic attempt to solve the mysteries of
the wallpaper.  Eventually she spies a woman creeping behind the front layer of the
pattern.

Horrified, she tears herself away and pleads with John to take her away from the house.
However, he merely brushes her fears aside and reassures her that she is indeed getting
better. At a loss, the Narrator lies down and loses herself in the wallpaper yet again,
trying to discern whether its front and back patterns move together or separately.

SCENE 3

Overjoyed, the Narrator announces a dramatic improvement in her condition. Although
John is  delighted  by  her  “recovery,”  the  Narrator  resolves  to  conceal  its  cause:  the
wallpaper.  Foremost in her many “discoveries” about the pattern is the fact that the
woman  trapped  behind  its  bars  shakes  them  in  an  effort  to  escape.  Increasingly
paranoid, the Narrator suspects that John is investigating the pattern as well, but vows
that she alone will be the one to solve it.

Losing  touch  with  reality,  the  Narrator  sees  the  woman  from the  pattern  creeping
around outside in the daytime. Eventually, in her delusional state, she conflates herself
with the woman (or women) she sees, thinking she will have to hide behind the pattern
again when night falls. To escape this imprisonment, she searches for a way to remove
the front pattern from the back one.

To achieve freedom once and for all, she and the woman finally tear the wallpaper to
shreds. In front of its tattered remains, the Narrator triumphantly awaits John's return.
At last she hears him coming up the stairs.


